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Chapter Five

Conclusion

In this thesis, The White Hotel is referred to as an implicit critique of western 

metaphysics which tends to center too much on instrumental reason. Through the 

depiction of the miserable life of Lisa, a Jewess who is a victim of the Holocaust, 

Thomas ushers the reader to an awareness of the absurdity of human mistreat of 

rationality in which the Nazi pseudo-science honors the nobility of the Aryan race and 

simultaneously negates the proper existence of the Jews, thus bringing about the 

unspeakable racial genocide. However, with the small narrative of a Holocaust victim, 

The White Hotel not only debunks the false propaganda of the Nazi ideology but also 

deconstructs the grand narrative of history that defines each individual in accordance 

with rationality. 

    The most representative feature of western metaphysics in the novel, 

nonetheless, is the fictional Freud’s strikingly violent interpretation of Lisa’s 

symptoms, which adheres to the law of unity and homogeneity as well as the solely 

vital influence that parents have made on individuals. Lisa, a subject that “remains 

fluid and slippery” (Deleuze and Guattari15), rejects any inscription from modernist 

thinking. The three narratives— Lisa’s accounts of her seemingly lunatic and insane 

flow of socially-restricted desire, the fictional Freud’s psychoanalysis with Oedipus 

Complex as its prior doctrine, and the plain but cruel delineation of Nazi genocide— 

frame The White Hotel into a story with diverse perspectives and arouses from which 

the contemplation about the imperfection of modernist discourse. The fictional Freud 

appears to dominate the diagnosis by indicating that Lisa’s symptoms, based on his 

theory of Oedipus Complex, originate from her dreadful memories of her parents 
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Lisa, however, proves the correctness of her narrative and subverts the fixed 

relationship between doctor and patient while she accidentally in her narratives 

reveals the deficiencies of Freudian psychoanalysis which revolves around the past 

and Lisa’s denial of her inclination to homosexuality. From Lisa’s life story, the 

reader is capable of introspecting the absolute accuracy of Freudian psychoanalysis 

founded on the scientific search for the lost memories. What Thomas has 

characterized in The White Hotel , all in all, is an individual’s interrogation of the 

resolute belief in universality and one’s resistance to the exclusiveness in modernity. 

In this vein, Lisa who used to be considered abnormal and different from other normal 

beings who abide by the social code of conduct is redefined as a legal being through 

the reaffirmation of the liberation of desire. As Brooks puts it, “The hysterical body 

challenges the interpreter not only to find its story, but to revise conventional stories, 

to recognize that bodies exceed and infringe the social constructions of gender and 

desire” (244). Lisa defies the illusionary authority of reason and science by alleging 

that the fictional Freud is incorrect in his diagnosis in that he neglects her Jewish 

identity while “the simplistic terms and functions of the Oedipal triangle” (Deleuze 

and Ghattari 14) that the fictional Freud emphasizes so much do not explain her 

physical pains. The analysand’s declaration that “she is able to intuit the future, 

tragically unlike most victims of the Holocaust. She is able to sense that Nazi 

ideology is an expression of a fear of death so pathological that it places in mortal 

danger women, children, and outsiders” (Granofsky 56) challenges the modernist 

philosophy that anything beyond scientific standard should be ruled out. The fact that 

not only her childhood but also the future disaster is connected with her present 

symptoms is incredible for the fictional Freud who believes in how the family life in 

the past would influence a person. However, Lisa proves with her own life story that, 
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in the analysis of the unconscious, one’s social connections are as vital as one’s 

familial background. The incessant dialectic between Lisa and the fictional Freud 

composed of their respective narratives provides the reader with an opportunity to 

scrutinize how excessive accentuation on unity and logicality jeopardizes each 

individual. Lisa’s operation of imagination and desire attests to a subject without 

fixed identities: “an identity is essentially fortuitous, and a series of individualities 

must be undergone by each of these oscillations, so that as a consequence the 

fortuitousness of this or that particular individuality will render all of them necessary” 

(Deleuze and Guattari 21). No single factor could make up one’s subjectivity; one’s 

familial background as well as one’s social experiences could both be vital to one’s 

individuality. By means of the small narratives of Lisa’s life, “[t]he novel has made it 

clear that there is no single or real meaning to Lisa’s life and that her life can only be 

glimpsed through the series of fragments with their various limited interpretations” 

(Michael 79). The analysand Lisa does not surrender to the doctor’s mainstream 

discourse; instead, she rejects the doctor’s logical and scientific analysis detour, 

which simultaneously allows the reader to have deeper understanding of the 

hegemony of western metaphysics. 

    The second theme in The White Hotel is the Holocaust as well the problems 

derived from the legality of the literary creation with the employment of the 

Holocaust which is thought of as inappropriate because the racial annihilation with a 

pseudo-loft ideal is too horrible to express, to deliberate, let alone to create a fiction 

out of it. However, it turns out that literature is, the same as psychoanalysis and 

eyewitness report, one kind of narratives that represent the Holocaust. Young argues 

that the eyewitness narrated by survivors would “reflect the kind of understanding of 

events by victims at that time” while “the interpreted versions of the Holocaust in its 
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texts now lead us to our actions in the world in the light of the Holocaust” (3). 

Whether to analyze or to write about the massacre is to decide in what way one 

reflects on the radical evil of humanity. What matters is the actions taken afterwards 

to stop the horror from happening again. To imagine the Holocaust is not to forget or 

to enjoy the inexpressible sufferings of the victims; on the contrary, any form of 

narratives would become a “revelation” that “turns into memory this forgotten and 

makes a virtue of having a deep regard for memory” (Lyotard 21). The Jews have 

long been inscribed as the forgotten “Other” while the unnamable racial extermination 

which occurs to them further distances the Jews from language for it has long been 

considered to be difficult to formulate the Holocaust in a systematic and logical way. 

In The White Hotel, the author endeavors to transfer the unnamable silence into the 

small narrative of a Jewess, in which the victim of the Holocaust resists the grand 

narrative of Freudian psychoanalysis which shares similar characteristics with the 

Nazi ideology: modernity’s excessive emphasis on logocentrism, rationality, and 

universality. Notwithstanding the fact that the literary interpretation of the racial 

genocide usually provokes philosophical questions, literature is not to be outlawed in 

the discussion of the Holocaust in that the theory more often than not obscures the 

reader from the real significances of the massacre while the literary form would 

generate more sympathy rather than apathy towards the sufferers, which draws the 

reader closer to the nucleus of the Holocaust. Truth lies less in any rational analysis of 

the racial extinction than in human beings’ sincere feelings towards the Other.

The White Hotel is a text that reveals many flaws in twentieth century’s 

modernist thinking which lays much emphasis on normalcy and order. As the reader 

probes into the story of Lisa, one will realize that each one of us could be the 

protagonist in the story who desired to be liberated from the constraints of social 
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doctrines. On the other hand, each one of us could also be the fictional Freud who is 

too devoted to scientific belief to exclude many other vital elements in humanity. The 

greatest comparison between Lisa’s narrative and the fictional Freud’s analysis is that 

the former is a small narrative of her feelings while the latter is a result of abstract 

analysis and thinking. Lisa’s story presents nothing but the absurdity of western 

metaphysics which is incapable of expressing the feelings of human beings. 


